MAXXSCORE™
Patented Male Score Ring
For scoring on Flexo Folder Gluers and RDC’s

Produces stronger, squarer boxes
with less fishtail and a more
consistent gap between the top
and bottom flaps at the
glue/stitch tab...









Panels can fold to 130⁰ without resistance;
Reduces the chance for false, cracked and
rolled scores;
Direct replacement for existing scoring
rings;
Long lasting;
For all makes and models of Flexo Folder
Gluers, Printer Slotters and Rotary Die
Cutters;
Extensive worldwide installations; and
Unique patented design.

Five years of development and testing by a leading
German corrugated production equipment manufacturer, resulted in this remarkable new
MAXXSCORE™ Scoring Ring. Since its introduction, over 800 installations have been made around
the world with results exceeding expectations.
Now this revolutionary Scoring Ring is available in
the USA, Canada, Central and South America excusively from HMB Manufacturing & Supply Co.
MAXXSCORE™ is guaranteed to improve your
corrugated scoring operations. Conventional scores
only allow panels to fold to approximately
90⁰ before they “go tight”. With the
MAXXSCORE™, panels can fold to
approximately 130⁰ before encountering resistance.
This reduces the chance for false and rolled scores,
enabling your machine to produce stronger, squarer
boxes with less fishtail and consistent gaps at the
manufacturing joint.
In recent years, many attempts have been made to
solve scoring problems, T-belts, vacuum belts, “lazy
arm” folders, pre-creasing and stronger spankers
have all bee tried with little success.
MAXXSCORE™ is the first to offer positive
improvement over previous methods.

The MAXXSCORE™ Score Rings are a direct
replacement for existing score rings. They are designed to fit all popular Flexo Folder Gluers, Printer
Slotters or Rotary Die Cutters, including…










Koppers, Hooper, United (most models);
Langston (most models)
Ward (all models);
S & S (all models);
Martin/Bobst Martin (most models);
Emba (most models);
TCY (some models);
Rapidex (some models);
Let us know the make and model of your
machine, we might make others if we
have drawings available.

Over 800 satisfied users report excellent results.
Here are some of the responses that we have received:
 “Fantastic”;
 “Remarkable results, has eliminated all
rolled scores”;
 “Has eliminated cracked scores on lightweight recycled liners”
 “Gap variation greatly reduced”;
 “Fishtail greatly recuced”;
 “now want to buy for my other FFG’s”.

HMB Manufacturing & Supply
Is represented in your area by

Gary Lovelace & Associates
3670 Baisden Rd. • Pensacola, FL 32503

Ph. (850) 469-9708 • Cell (850) 206-3823
FAX (850) 433-2839

gary@corrugatedonline.net

